
Lots to Love Box Framelits – Tutorial by Nancy Legate – 1-13-18 

Create small boxes for treats, gift cards, or notes. Sized to hold Whisper White Narrow Note Cards and 

Envelopes #145583 – small and narrow; 20 cards and 20 envelopes for $8.00. 

  

But, you can do so much more with these dies! Comes with 10 dies; 2 of them are to make small slits to 

use for gift card holders. These are in our 2018 Occasions Mini found on page 19. 

  

If you purchase the bundle of dies with the Sure Do Love You stamps, you can $ave 10%! 

 

  



 

  

To assemble the box for the Whisper White Narrow Cards and Envelopes, you will cut 2 each from the 

box die. Before you tape together, now would be the time to cut any openings as above. The stamp set 

has a stamp that works awesomely with the heart die. In my samples, I have used red tape as I have 

ample left of it and it does show up better on my pictures. Although we do not sell red tape any longer, 

we do have Item #138995 Tear & Tape Adhesive – a strong adhesive with tearable paper backing for 

easy sticking… perfect for boxes and 3D items. 

You will want to adhere these two pieces with the flaps on each end. Once you adhere together, the 

flaps close easily for your box. If you use designer paper and the flaps do not want to stay tucked in, 

simply use a light coating of Item #110755 Tombow Multipurpose Liquid Glue and let dry completely, 

which will leave the two side flaps sticky, but not glued together. 

 

  



 

  

 

For the box that stands approximately 4-1/2” high, you will need to cut 4 each from the box die.  

Before adhering, cut both side flaps off of 2 of the pieces. Score each at 1/2“ from the straight end. On 

the two with the side flaps, you want to cut away the bottom corners and the top two closing flaps. 

Crease side and bottom scored lines. But at the top, only crease the one fold that you will fold over to 

the side of the box. Do NOT crease the top scored line. 

When getting ready to complete the fold, if you lay it down with the tape in the middle, then you simply 

need to bring up the end and adhere it together. 

You can add tape to the 4 - 1/2“ sides at the bottom and fold in. Cut a 3” square to adhere to these 

sections. 

I also added a dimensional to hold the top flaps down to the sides. 



 

 

  

This box stands approximately 3” high. It goes together as the taller box, scoring at 2”, EXCEPT, I folded 

the lids inward and tucked them to close them. 

Leave all bottoms attached and fold in opposite sides and adhere together to make bottom of box. 

 

  



 

To make the envelope, cut a piece of white card stock 3” x 4-15/16 and adhere to side flaps of a single 

die cut – cutting off top two small flaps. You could also use the gift card holder die to make a slit to tuck 

the flap in on top – I chose to add a slider to hold it together. 

Design as desired. 

 

  



 

   

To make the little purse or treat holder, cut one die cut. Score from the flat end at 2-1/8 + 2-3/4. 

Remove the top two small flaps. Cut in on the middle folds to help when closing. 

If you want the slit to tuck in the top, you will need to decorate, then make a slit with the bottom edge 

of the die 7/8“ down from the flat end. I found it easier to cut the slit on card stock, then use a 3/4” 

circle die punch. (I shaded in the mark from the die on the Berry Burst card stock.) 

 

  



 

   

          

For the open holder, you cut your card stock in half at 4-1/4 x 11. The first die cut you want to put as 

close to the edge of the paper as you can; cut the two small flaps off the full die; do NOT fold top 

creases. For the second die cut (partial die), cut as much as you can on the piece that is left after the first 

cut; trim the edge even; add tape to the back long flaps; adhere to opposite end of long piece. Decorate 

as desired. 

 

  



   

 

  

 

THANKS to:  Liz S., Eliz J., B.J. P., Lisa S., Brenda D., Michelle H., Penni B., and Pinterest Posters for their 

inspiration!!! 

 


